
The rise of the information economy has sparked an unprecedented shift  
in responsibility from the company to the individual. In order to make the  
most of our careers, we must invest in ourselves.  

Currency is that investment:  a robust networking platform that combines 
traditional in-person events with today’s digital connectivity.  

Comprised of engaged professionals and entrepreneurs who aspire to take  
their work to the next level, Currency aims to compound innovation through  
the contextual exchange of ideas and resources across divergent industries.  

Currency  [human capital exchange] 

Currency is a designed solution for how new ideas become stronger,  
talented people become connected and business challenges overcome.  

In order to enable this community a new model of online social network is under  
development. Membership is selective and determined by personality traits, utilizing tools 
developed for academic psychology research. This leads to key differentiating factor from  
elite networks such as TED or Summit as Currency asks no fees of members and does not 
exclude on the basis of 
academic nor professional 
achievement.  

Currency is a future-facing 
network which recognizes � 
the relevancy of diverse 
human capital and supports  
all levels of entrepreneurship.� 

contact: � 
Adam Mefford 
adam@currency.cx� 
visit: �www.currency.cx 

http://www.currency.cx
http://www.currency.cx


Structure of Live Events 

Ideas Mixer 

Drawing upon our network of remarkable projects in Los Angeles, we produce  
short videos giving a glimpse at a growing venture. These videos are displayed at  
a live event on freestanding screens, where the leadership of each project is present  
to talk with attendees.� 
  
event details:  no fee and open to the public  /  refreshments offered  
every 6 weeks  /  8 events annually  /  Thursday evenings 

Currency Forum  

The mission of Currency is to support our members in their work building successful  
new ventures. Our ‘forum’ format is a chance for selected companies to present their  
vision and progress to a supportive audience. The presentation by each company addresses 
systematically areas for potential support for the growing business, including talent to hire, 
business development targets, capital needed and media exposure. The goal of the Forum  
is to bring the resources and thinking of the Currency community to drive the success of 
member companies.  

event details:  for Currency members and invited guests  /  light food and refreshments  
held each 6 months  /  Spring and Fall  /  Saturday morning format  

contact: � 
Adam Mefford 
adam@currency.cx� 
visit: �www.currency.cx 

http://www.currency.cx
http://www.currency.cx

